SECRET 222341Z

PRIORITY DIR CITE WAVE 8062

RYBAT TYPIC AMCANOE KEYKAY

REF A WAVE 7804 (10 641 36)
    B WAVE 7712 (IN 6255 4)
    C DIR 84284

I. CANCELLING 22 NOV KEYKAY EXFIL ATTEMPT FOR FOLLOW REASONS:

   A. SI TRAFFIC MORNING 22 NOV REFLECTS CUBAN NAVAL PATROLS
      ALERTED IN SAME GENERAL AREA EXIL POINT TO “INTERCEPT PIRATE BOATS.”
      NO OTHER KNOWN EXILE BOAT ACTIVITY IN THIS AREA. THIS MAY BE
      COINCIDENCE AS GOC PATROLS ARE CIRCA TEN MILES SOUTHWEST
      FROM EXFIL POINT WHICH TO BE USED FOR AMCANOE OP. THIS EXFIL
      POINT SELECTED BY WAVE.

   B. AMRIPE-2 TELEPHONED AMRIPE-1 EARLY MORNING 22 NOV
      AND ADVISED, OBVIOUSLY KEYED TO SIGNALS REF B, THAT THEIR SON
      SHOULD NOT TAKE ANY OF COURSES SUGGESTED. WAVE TENTATIVELY IN-
      TERTPRETS THIS CONVERSATION TO MEAN EXFIL ATTEMPT SHOULD NOT BE
      MADE. PHONE CONVERSATION MENTIONED PARA 2 REF C INDICATES info
      PASSED AND AMCANOE-3 HEADED FOR EXFIL POINT.

   C. SEA AREA BETWEEN FLORIDA KEYS AND EXFIL POINT STILL
      PLAGUED BY HEAVY SEAS WHICH MAKES ANY EXFIL ATTEMPT IMPRactical
WITH AVAILABLE STATION BOATS.

2. AMRIPE-2 ALSO ADVISED AMRIPE-1 THAT HE MAILED HER LETTER 21 NOV. WAVE INTERPRETS THIS TO MEAN THAT A-2 SENT SW TO WAVE, EXPLAINING CHANGE IN PLANS, VIA NIEXIT POUCH DUE MEXI 22 NOV.

3. IN VIEW IMPORTANCE EXFILTRATING AMCANOE-3 AND OBVIOUS COMPLICATIONS WHICH WOULD ENSUE WERE HE ARRESTED, WAVE REQUESTS HQS USE WHATEVER INFLUENCE AVAILABLE TRY CONVINCE AMCANOE ASSETS REFRAIN FROM ALL UNNECESSARY PHONE CALLS TO AMCANOES IN CUBA.
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